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The waiting time distribution is studied for the Markov-modulated M/G/l queue with both the arrival 
rate p, and the distribution B, of the service time of the arriving customer depending on the state i of 
the environmental process. The analysis is based on ladder heights and occupation measure identities, 
and the fundamental step is to compute the intensity matrix Q of a certain Markov jump process as the 
solution of a non-linear matrix equation. The results come out as close matrix parallels of the Pollaczek- 
Khinchine formula without using transforms or complex variables. Further it is shown that if the B, are 
all phase-type, then the waiting time distribution is so as well. 
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1. Introduction 
The main purpose of analysis of a queueing system (whether of Gl/G/l or more 
complicated type) is sometimes stated to be the evaluation of the distribution of 
the steady-state waiting time W or even of just the mean waiting time IE W. Though 
this point of view is, of course, much oversimplified, lE W is nevertheless a main 
performance measure of the system, and in addition to its intrinsic interest, the 
waiting time distribution is a useful vehicle (at least in some simple cases) for 
computing further characteristics like the distributions of the workload or the queue 
length. Just think of L = Aw! 
Except for very simple systems like M/M/l, M/G/l, GI/M/l where a variety 
of special methods are available, the classical approach for computing the GI/G/ 1 
waiting time has been the Wiener-Hopf method where one looks for a factorisation 
of the form 
1 -E(S) = H_(s)H+(s). (1.1) 
Here F(s) is the moment generating function (m.g.f.) of the distribution F of the 
difference X = U - T between a service time U and an independent interarrival 
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time T, and H_(s), H+(s) complex functions satisfying suitable analyticity and 
boundedness conditions. Typically, a factorisation can be found whenever the 
distribution of either U or T has a rational Laplace transform, and the details 
involve rootfinding in the complex plane in conjunction with an application of 
Rouche’s theorem to locate and count the roots. 
It is frequently argued that this approach is neither theoretically nor computa- 
tionally attractive, and for this reason an alternative developed largely by Neuts 
(1981, 1989) has more recently become popular in applications. The point of 
departure is here the queue length process rather than the waiting times. Using 
phase-type distributions (or introducing modeling devices like Markov-modulation) 
and introducing suitable supplementary variables, the model is just a countable 
state space Markov process, and the problem of finding the stationary distribution 
is essentially equivalent to computing the solution G to a certain non-linear matrix 
equation 
G=Ao+AlG+AzG2+A3G3+~~~ (1.2) 
or (dependent on the setting) a dual equation for a certain matrix R. Most often 
the waiting time distribution can then be expressed in terms of the queue length 
distribution. In particular, L = Aw is replaced by w = L/A ! 
Recently, a number of papers (Asmussen, 1991; Sengupta, 1989; Ramaswami, 
1990; Lucantoni, 1990) have, however, appeared which show that in some main 
cases it is possible to attack the waiting time problem more directly also in this 
modern setting. The present paper is concerned with one further such example, 
namely the Markov-modulated M/G/l queue which has received considerable 
attention in recent years (e.g. Burman and Smith, 1986; Regterschot and de Smit, 
1986; Knessl et al., 1987; Neuts, 1989; closely related models are also in Ramaswami, 
1980; Asmussen, 1989a). The most complete solution of the waiting time problem 
is here the one provided by Regterschot and de Smit in a paper which is heavily 
orientated towards complex plane methods. Our purpose here is to present a parallel 
solution which has the computational flavor of Neuts’ approach and also from a 
theoretical point of view may appear more transparent. 
The idea is to first formulate the problem of computing the waiting time distribution 
in a Wiener-Hopf formulation which admits a more direct probabilistic interpreta- 
tion than (1.1). For simple (classical) GI/G/l queues, this means to note that (1.1) 
is equivalent to 
F=G_+G+-G_* G, (1.3) 
where G_, G, are the ladder height distribution associated with the random walk 
with increment distribution F, and to appeal to the Pollaczek-Khinchine rep- 
resentation 
p(W~x)=(l--JJG+I() ; G:“(x) 
n=O 
(1.4) 
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of the waiting time distribution (here 11 G+I( is the total mass of G, which is defective 
when p = EU/ET < 1). For the arrival rate p and service 
time 
T is exponential with rate /3, it follows from 
the memoryless property of the exponential distribution that G_ has density Pep”, 
x < 0, and manipulations with (1.3) then show that 
=+?(l-B(x)). 
The fundamental characteristics can then immediately be computed from (1.4) and 
for example, one gets 
IIGtll=~=pEo: P(W=O)=l-IIG+II=l-p, (1.6) 
EW=PEUZ 
2(1-p)’ 
Ew2_ PEU3 ; 1 wJ2 2. 
[ I 3(1-p) 2 l-p 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
The present paper starts in Section 2 by introducing the model and notation as 
well as we present the random walk setting within which we represent the waiting 
time distribution. In particular, the relevant matrix generalization G, of the ascend- 
ing ladder height distribution is introduced, and the computation of G, is then the 
subject of Section 3. Our starting point is here somewhat different from the classical 
approach by not proceeding via GP. Instead, we formulate the Wiener-Hopf problem 
in a continuous time setting which leads to the study of the intensity matrix Q of 
a certain Markov jump process which arises through a time-reversal representation 
of a fundamental occupation measure. These ideas are the mathematical core of 
the paper and in our opinion the main contribution. Further, a non-linear matrix 
equation Q = I/J(Q) is derived for Q and it is shown that Q may be computed by 
iteration. These results are close analogues of those of Asmussen (1991). Section 4 
then contains the application to the queueing problem. We compute characteristics 
like P’( W =O), IE W, [E W2 in forms which are immediate generalizations of (1.6), 
(1.7), (1.8), and which appear somewhat more illuminating than those of Regterschot 
and de Smit (1986). The final Section 5 then contains some explicit examples: 
assuming phase-type representations of the service time distributions, we show that 
the waiting time distribution is phase-type as well. 
2. Preliminaries 
The queueing process is defined in terms of an environmental process {Jr},ao which 
is an irreducible Markov jump process with a finite state space E = { 1, . . . , p} and 
intensity matrix A = (hij)i,j,E. Arrivals occur at rate pi when J, = i, and the distribu- 
tion of the service time U of the arriving customer is then Bi (note that a substantial 
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part of the literature on queues in a random environment assumes either that B = B, 
independent of i, e.g. Neuts, 1989; Ramaswami, 1980; or that the service rate is 
governed by the state of the environment during the service period rather than at 
the arrival, e.g. Neuts, 1981; Sengupta, 1987). We use notation like tE,U for the 
mean of Biy let r=(~i)i,E denote the stationary probability (row) vector for {.I,}, 
VA = 0. and 
the traffic intensity. We assume throughout p < 1. Then, if V, denotes the virtual 
waiting time at time t (residual workload) and W,, the actual waiting time of the 
nth customer, I,, the state of the environmental process {J,} at his arrival, steady-state 
quantities like lE[ V; J = i], P( W = 0, I = i) (defined in the physical time and customer 
time scale, respectively) etc. exist and are the object of our study. 
In one dimension (p = l), it is well-known that W z V and it is therefore sufficient 
to study one of W, V. The same remark applies in the present context because of 
the following result: 
Proposition 2.1. 
Proof. The result can be found for example in Regterschot and de Smit (1986). A 
quick proof goes as follows: in a long period T of time, on the average T CjeE rjpj 
customers arrive. Of these, Tz-&P’( VS x 1 J = i) see V G x, J = i and since P(J = i) = 
vri, the fraction of customers seeing VG x, J = i is given by the asserted 
expression. 0 
Corollary 2.1. (a) P(J= i) = 7r7, P(I = i) = (?Tfpi)/(Cj Tjpj). 
(b) $(VSxIJ=i)=P(WGxII=i). In particular, E(VlJ=i)=!E(WII=i) 
etc. I? 
We shall derive our formulas for the virtual waiting time V, and to this end we 
employ the Lindley process structure. Let {S,} be a process which starts at zero, 
decreases linearly between arrivals and takes an upwards jump upon arrival of a 
customer with an amount equal to the service time. Let further {ST} be defined as 
{S,}, only with {J1} replaced by the time-reversed version {JT} corresponding to the 
intensity matrix A* = (h$) w h ere A% = z-~A~J~, (equivalently, A* = k’AA where 
A is the diagonal matrix with rr on the diagonal), and define M = max,,,,, S,, 
M” = max,,,,, ST. Then, letting Pi refer to the case J$ = i (or, depending on the 
context in an obvious manner, Jo= i): 
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Proposition 2.2. P’(Vsx, J=~)=T,P,(M*~x). Equivalently, $(V<xlJ=i)= 
P(w~x~Z=i)=P;(M*~x). 
Proof. The result is well-known in the one-dimensional case (Asmussen, 1987, 
Chapter 111.8) and is proved for discrete time Markov-modulated queueing processes 
in lot. cit. Chapter X.4. The present result follows by a trivial combination of the 
arguments. 0 
Now define 
~+=inf{t>O:S~>O},G+(i,j;x)=P~(J~+=j,S~+~x), 
IIG+(i,j)II=G+(i,j;~)=ln’,(r+<cc+J?+=j), 
GZ*(i,j) = ,zE G+(i, k) * G+(k,j), Gf’= (G?*(i,j))i,jEE 
and similarly for higher order convolution powers. Due to the discrete nature of 
the jumps, we have T+ > 0 (it may occur that T, = ~0) and for the same reason is it 
possible to decompose M” as a sum of ladder heights. The probability that M” is 
obtained in precisely n ladder steps and at state j and does not exceed x is 
(the last parenthesis gives the probability that there are no further ladder steps after 
n). Summing over n, j, letting e be the column vector of ones and Z the identity 
matrix, we arrive at the following generalization of the Pollaczek-Khinchine rep- 
resentation (1.4): 
Proposition 2.3. Pi( M* s x) is the ith component of the vector 
? GY’(x)(Z- IIG+ll)e. 0 
n=O 
(2.1) 
Now define 
M+(i,j) = xG+(i,j; dx), M$?(i, j) = 
Corollary 2.2. [E,M* is the ith component of the vector (I - II G+Il)-‘M+e, and IE,M** 
is the ith component of the vector 
(Z - II G+II)-‘M!Z’ ~+~~~-II~+II~~‘~+~~-II~+ll~~l~+~. 
Proof. We can write M* = ST++ MT where Sz+ is to be understood as 0 if r+ = ~0 and 
M:=%tx{ST-S:+} (MT=0 if~+=m). 
+ 
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Obviously, 
EiM:‘= C IIG+(i,j)l(QI4*. 
jtE 
Thus the vector p with components p, = EiM* satisfies p = 11 G+ll/l, and the 
formula for lE,M* follows. Similarly, letting pi*) = [E&I*, we get 
P~*)=IE~S:~+IE~MT~+~E~S* MT i+ 
=jzE {M!z’(i,j)+ j)/.+l, 
i.e. 
p (2)= My’e+ (I G+)1~‘*‘+2M+p 
=(I- IIG+Il)-‘{M!2’e+2M+~} 
= (I - 11 G+(l)-‘MC*’ + e+2(Z-(lG+Il)-‘M+(Z-(/G+(I)-‘M+e. 0 
Alternatively, Corollary 2.2 can be derived from the following immediate con- 
sequence of (2.1). Here 6(s) denotes the matrix with ijth entry &(i, j; s). 
Corollary 2.3. EiesM* . LS defined at least when Re(s) s 0 and is the ith component of 
the vector (I- e(s))-‘(Z- IIG+II)e. 0 
3. The Wiener-Hopf problem 
Define the pre-T+-occupation measure by 
R(i,j;A)=E, T+ 
I 
Z(JT = j, ST E A) dt = 
0 I 
OD 
Pi(JT = j, ST E A, T+ > t) dt. 
0 
The relevance of R is due to the following result: 
Proposition 3.1. 
G+(i,j; (Y, ~1) = R(i,j;dx)P,(l-Bj(v-x)), y>O. 
Proof. Whenever T+ > t, JT = j, ST = x < 0, there is a probability @j dt( 1 - Bj(y -x)) 
that STtdt > y, JT+d, = j. 0 
Letting S be the kernel with S( i, i; dx) = P<Bi(dx), S( i, j; dx) = 0, i Zj, Proposition 
3.1 may be rewritten as 
G+=R*S on(O,co). (3.1) 
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Note that a somewhat similar identity (Asmussen, 1989b, Lemma 3.1) plays a major 
role in the Wiener-Hopf problem for discrete time random walks. There, the next 
step is to relate R to the descending ladder height renewal measure U_ by means 
of a time-reversal argument. In the present case, the paths of {SF}, {S,} are, however, 
downwards skip-free so that descending ladder heights do not make sense, and we 
shall see that the role of U_ is taken by a measure lJ whose continuous component 
is just Lebesgue measure and whose discrete component describes the transitions 
of a certain Markov jump process { m,},X,o. More precisely, we define {m,} as the 
process obtained by observing {J,} when {S,} is at its minimum, m, = j when for 
some (necessarily unique) t we have S, = -x, J, = j, S, < S, for all u < t (see Figure 
1 for an illustration in the case of two environmental states o, l ), and we let 
U(i,j;dx)=P,(m_,=j)dx, x<O. 
S 
t 
Fig. 1. 
Theorem 3.1. R = A-‘U’A. That is, 
R(i, j; A) =1 U(j, i; A). 
1 
(3.2) 
Proof. We shall show that 
~i(JT=j,S::~A,r,>t)=~Pj(~~=i,S,tA,S,<S,,u<l) (3.3) 
Ti 
from which (3.2) follows by integration w.r.t. dt from 0 to co. To this end, consider 
stationary versions of {J,},,,, {Jz},,,. We may then assume that JZ = Jr_,,, SZ = 
S, - SC_,, 0 s u G r and get 
P,(J,* = i, JT = j, SF E A, T+ > t) 
=P,(J,*=i,JT=j,STEA,S~<O,O<u<t) 
=P,(Jo=j,J,=i,S,~A,S,<S,_,,O<u<t) 
= I=‘,(& =j, J, = i, S, E A, S, < S,, 0 < u < t), 
and this immediately yields (3.3). 0 
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Theorem 3.2. {mX}.~~O is a Markov jump process on E, and the intensity matrix, say 
Q, satisjes the non-linear matrix equation Q = $I( Q) where 
G(Q) = A - (Pihag+ (3.4) 
Recalling the definition of S, the integral is the matrix whose ith row is the ith 
row of 
(3.5) 
also (Pi)diag means the diagonal matrix with /3,, . . . , /3, on the diagonal and similar 
notation (Pi)row, (Pi)vect used in the following means the corresponding row, resp. 
column, vectors formed by /3,, . . . , p,. 
Proof. The Markov property is obvious (it is in fact inherent in the way we compute 
Q below), and it thus follows that the transition semigroup of {m,} is of the form 
{eQX},ZO for some intensity matrix Q = ( qV). We first compute qd for j # i. Suppose 
mX = i. Then a jump to j (mxtdxzj ) may occur in two ways, either due to a jump of 
the {Jr,) process which occurs with intensity A,, or through an arrival. What happens 
in the latter case is illustrated in Figure 1. Here y is the size of the jump (governed 
by &(dy)), and 6i is the process obtained by observing {J,} when {S,} is at a relative 
minimum in between the values y - x and -x. Then for {m,} to jump to j at time 
x, we must have riii, = j, and the probability that this occurs is the ijth entry of the 
transition matrix eQJ’. It follows that 
which shows that the off-diagonal entries of +(Q) are as asserted in (3.4). The 
diagonal elements are determined by the row sums being 0, and the correctness of 
(3.4) therefore follows from 
1 I 
‘x 
n -(Pi)diag+ S(dx) eQX e=O-(PiLct+ S(dx)e 
0 
Recall that a matrix Q is a subintensity if qij 2 0, i #j, Qe S 0. 
Theorem 3.3. The solution to Q = +4(Q) is unique in the class of subintensity matrices 
with Q s A - (Pi)diag and can be computed by successive iterations. That is, ifQo is 
any subintensity with Q. s A - (Pi)diag then the sequence { Qn} deJined by Q, = I,!J( Qo), 
Qz=G(QA... converges entrywise to Q. 0 
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The proof is non-trivial, but is omitted since it closely follows Asmussen (1991) 
(also error bounds are obtained there but we shall not insist on that in the present 
setting). 
For the queueing interpretation it is slightly more convenient to rewrite the results 
in terms of K = A-‘Q’A, and we get: 
Corollary 3.1. The matrix G,.((y, CO)) with entries G+(i, j; (y, CO)) is given by 
I 
CC 
G+((y, a)) = ek”S((x+y, co)) dx (3.6) 
0 
where K is an E x E matrix with the following properties: 
(a) K has 0 as eigenvalue with corresponding left eigenvector rr, and all other 
eigenvalues are strictly negative. 
(b) K satisfies the non-linear matrix equation K = 4(K) where 
I 
CC 
4(K)=A*-(Pi)diag+ eKXS(dx). (3.7) 
0 
(c) K may be computed as limit of successive iterations, K = lim K,, where K,, = 
A*-(Pi)diag, K,=+(Ko), &=+(KI),.... 
Proof. It follows from the definition of U that U(dx) = epQX dx, x < 0, and thus by 
Theorem 3.1, 
R(dx) = epKx dx, x < 0. (3.8) 
Combining with Proposition 3.1, (3.6) follows, and (a), (b) and (c) are easy con- 
sequences of the definition of K and Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. For example, 
-rrK = e’Q’A = O’A = 0. 0 
4. Queueing results 
Recalling that TK = 0, let k be the corresponding right eigenvector (Kk = 0) normal- 
ized by rk = 1, and define L = (k7r -K)-‘. Then 
%-L= z-, Lk=k, KL=LK=km-I (4.1) 
(e.g. KL = kr - I follows from (kr - I)( kr - K) = K; L is a generalized inverse of 
-K). 
Lemma 4.1. 
(4 I-JIG((=krr-k(~iPi[EiU),,,-LA*. 
(b) M+=k(l~iPilEiU2),,,+L(PilEiU)di,p-L(IG+(l. 
(c) My’ = k($riPi[EiU3) row+L(Pi[EiU)di,,-2LM+. 
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Proof. Letting y = 0 in (3.6) we get 
llG+II =lrn eKXS((x, 00)) dx. 
0 
Multiplying by kr, resp. K, to the left we get 
(4.2) 
= kr(lG+II = kr 
I 
S((x, a)) dx= k(niPiEiU),,,, 
cl 
KIIG+II = I,x (e” 
I 
m 
-I)S(dx)=K-A*+(pi)diag- S(dx)=K-A*, 
0 
using integration by parts and (3.7) in the calculation for KI( G+/. Hence by (4.1), 
I-IIG+II=I-L(k~-K)IIG+II 
=I-Lk(~,~iEiU),,,+LK-LA* 
=I-k(~iPilEiU),,,+k~-I-LA* 
which is the same as (a). In a similar manner, (b) and (c) follow from 
a3 
I I 
cc m 
I I 
Z 
M+= dy eKXS((x+ y, CO)) dx = dz ePKY dy eKZS((z, a)), 
0 0 0 0 
I 
CC 
krM+ = kv dzzS((z, a)) = k(iriPiEiU2)row, 
0 
KM+ = 
I 
dz (I-e-“‘) eKZS((z, co))= IIG+Il-(Pi~iU)diagY 
M~)z[~‘* 1 
m ‘x 
2~ dy eKXS((x+ y, ~0)) dx 
0 
a3 
I I 
Z 
= dz 2y emKy dy e”S((z, a)), 
0 0 
k?rMc2’ = kr + dzz'S((Zp a)) = k(iriPilEiU3),,,, 
KMc2) = + r 1 dz -22 ePK’+2 0 J: eeKy dy} eKZS((z, co)) 
=-(piEiU2)di,,+2M+. 0 
Here is then finally our main result: 
Theorem 4.1. Consider the Markov-modulated M/G/l queue with p < 1, and let K 
be given by Corollary 3.1, I(G+I(, M+, My’ by Lemma 4.1. Then: 
(a) P(J=i)=Ti, P(I=i)=(7r@i)/(Cj,-~ ?Tjpj). 
(b) P( V = 0 1 J = i) = P( W = 0 1 I = i) is the ith component of the vector 
(I-IIG+Il)e=(l-p)k. 
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(c) E( V 1 J = i) = E( W 1 I = i) is the ith component of the vector 
(~-IIG+II)~‘~+e=(~-~~~+~~)-1{~‘2’~+~(~i~i~)vect-Le+(1-p)k} 
(4.3) 
where pCm)=CjtE 7r,&E,U”/m. 
(d) E( V21J = i) = E( W21 Z = i) is the ith component of the vector 
(I - I( G+II)-%P) + e+2(Z- IlG+II)Y’M+(Z- I(G+II)-‘M+e. (4.4) 
Proof. (a) is just Corollary 2.1(a). By Lemma 4.1(a), 
(I-IIG+II)e=k rre-k(rri/3iE,U)diag-LA*e=k-pk-L0, 
and combining with Corollary 2.1(b) and Proposition 2.3 (with x = 0), (b) follows. 
Similar calculations prove (c) and (d). 0 
We note the similarity with the formulas (1.6), (1.7), (1.8) for the simple M/G/ 1 
queue. We may think of r, e, k, L as generalizations of the constant one, hence by 
(b) of I- IlG+II as a matrix analogue of 1 -p. Thus e.g. in (4.3), the main term 
(I- IIG+(I)-‘p’2’k corresponds to /?IEU2/2(1 -p) which is the expression (1.7) for 
E W in the simple M/G/l queue, and in one dimension the remaining ones reduce 
to zero because then 
UPUJ)“,,, - Le+(l-p)k=l.p-l.l+(l-p)*l=O. 
Similarly, the two terms in (4.4) are immediately seen to be matrix analogues of 
the two terms in (1.8). 
5. Phase-type representations 
We assume now that each Bi is phase-type with representation say (v(j), T(i), Ei), 
meaning that Bi is the distribution of the lifetime of a terminating Markov process 
(denotedphaseprocess in the following) which has initial distribution v(I) = ( v:)),~~, 
and moves on E, ={l,. . . , qE} with jumps from (Y to /3 occuring at rate tapcil and 
death at state cr at rate ta( i) where t(i) = -T( i)e (note that we do not use separate 
notation to indicate the dimension of e or e,, the ath unit vector). That is, 
1 - Bi(x) = v(i) er(i)Xe, &(s) = v(‘)(--sZ- T(i))-‘t(i). (5.1) 
Let further A@B denote the Kronecker product and AOB=AOZ+ZOB the 
Kronecker sum, cf. Lancaster (1969). 
Theorem 5.1. Zf each B, is phase-type with representation (Y(‘), T(i), I?,), then Pi(M s 
x)=P(W=SxIZ=i)=P(V s x 1 J = i) is phase-type with representation ( OCi), U, 0) 
324 
where 
and 
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O={(i,a):i~E,cu~E~}, 
u(j,a)(,,/3) = tap(j)+ L(_i)@j,)p,, U(j,a)(k, p) = t a (_.dW,~ . 7 
@$ j = -p, f (-l)"e,K"e,~(j'T(j)-"-' 
n=O 
(5.2) 
Here K is as in Corollary 3.1. 
The key step in the proof is: 
Lemma 5.1. G+( i, j) is phase-type with representation (Oar!.), T(j), Ej). 
Note that it follows from the lemma that OCi) is defective, 
II @)I1 = ,& II @l?.dl =,$E IIG+(i,j)ll < 1. 
In Theorem 5.1, we adopt the standard convention that this means that Pi(M s x) 
has an atom of size 1 - II O’i)ll at zero and the density -OCi) euxUe on (0,~). In 
Lemma 5.1, a slightly different interpretation should be used in view of the definition 
of G+(i, j) as a defective distribution: the defect is 1- IlO~j’.,II. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Using Proposition 3.1 and (3.8), we get 
I 
0 
G+(i,.L(y, 00)) = R( i, j; dx)/I,v 
(i) eW)(Y-X)e dx = ol’,i,, eW)ye 
-‘x 
where 
I 
cc 
@(,;f,, = Pjei eKx ejv(j) eT(Jjx dx. (5.3) 
cl 
Thus, we must only show that (5.2) and (5.3) are the same expressions. However, 
using the formula eABB = eAOeB, (5.3) becomes 
Pj(eiOv”‘) ~~eKX@e~“‘“dx (e,@l) 
0 
=pj(e:@V(j)) j”me(K@T(j))xdx(ej@~) 
0 
=pj(e:@ v(j))(-KO T(j))-‘(e,@I) 
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whereas alternatively a series expression of eKx yields 
I 
CX 
Pjei 
eK”ejv(J) eT(j)x dx 
0 
O3 K”e, d(“) 
=pJe: 1 - 
n=O n! ds(“) 
m K”e, d’“’ 
=Pje: C - 
n=O n! ds(“) 
CC 
I m eFxy(i) eT(i)x dx s=o 0
v(j)( -sl - T(j))-' 
.s=o 
=-Pie: C (-l)“K”e,v”‘T(j)-“-‘. 0 
*=0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We may visualize a phase process on L? with the ladder 
heights as time axis as follows. If the process starts at J;i: = i and .J$+ =j occurs, 
then the phase process starts at time zero with initial probability O~~~~, for (j, a). 
It then moves according to T(j) on level j = {(j, l), . . _ , (j, qj)} and leaves level j 
with rate t,(j) in state (Y. The time x at which this occurs is the first ladder step, 
and one of two possibilities may now occur. Either there are no further ladder steps, 
which occurs with probability 
1 - 11 @ii!. )I1 = 1 - ,& II G+(j, k) II, 
or there is (at least) one further one, say at environmental state k. In the first case, 
the phase process terminates at time x, in the last it enters instead level k and the 
phenomenon repeats itself with (j, k) taking the role of (i, j). Rutting things together 
shows that we have described a phase process with representation (O”‘, U, a), and 
the lifetime is the sum of the ladder heights, i.e. M*. This completes the proof. q 
Since the dimension q = q, +. . . + qP of the phase space 0 will typically be 
substantially larger than p and each single qi, one might worry about the curse of 
dimensionality. From a computational point of view, it should be noted, however, 
that the crucial step of solving K = 4(K) requires only p-dimensional algebra, and 
what is needed to make Theorem 5.1 useful is just to compute quantities like (5.2), 
e ux, U-” which i s f easible also in rather high dimensions. Relevant discussion of 
computational aspects can be found in Sengupta (1989), Asmussen (1991) and 
Ramaswami (1988). Numerical examples are not given in the present paper, but 
will be presented elsewhere (Asmussen and Rolski, 1991) in the mathematical 
equivalent formulation of ruin probabilities. 
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